Social exclusion elicits powerful feelings of negative affect associated with rejection. Additionally, experiencing social exclusion reliably recruits neural circuitry associated with emotion processing. Recent work has demonstrated abnormal neural responses to social exclusion in children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). However, it remains unknown to what extent these abnormalities are due to atypical social experiences versus genetic predispositions to atypical neural processing. To address this question, the current study investigated brain responses to social exclusion compared to a baseline condition of fair play in unaffected siblings of youth with ASD using functional magnetic resonance imaging. We identified common deviations between unaffected siblings and ASD probands that might represent trait-level abnormalities in processing Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play, specifically in the right anterior temporoparietal junction extending into posterior superior temporal sulcus. Thus, hypoactivation to Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play in this region may represent a shared genetic vulnerability to developing autism. In addition, we present evidence supporting the idea that one's status as an unaffected sibling moderates the relationship between IQ and neural activation to Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play in anterior cingulate cortex. These results are discussed in the context of previous literature on neural endophenotypes of autism.
Introduction
Social deficits are the cornerstone of behavioral symptoms in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD; Wing and Gould, 1979) . Such social deficits include abnormal eye contact or body language and difficulty engaging in normal back-andforth conversation (APA, 2013) . As one can imagine, these atypical social behaviors make children with ASD particularly vulnerable to ostracism by peers (Symes and Humphrey, 2010) . However, because of deficits in understanding nonverbal communication, it is difficult to assess whether children with ASD process peer rejection (which is often communicated through actions instead of words) in a manner that it similar to typically developing youth.
The typical experience of being socially excluded has profound effects on basic psychological needs such as feelings of belonging, control, meaningful existence, and self-esteem (Williams et al., 2000; Williams, 2007) . The distress of social exclusion has distinct neural correlates that are robust among healthy children, adolescents, and adults (Bolling et al., 2011a,c; Eisenberger et al., 2003; Krill and Platek, 2009; Masten et al., 2009; Moor et al., 2012; Onoda et al., 2009; Sebastian et al., 2011) . Abnormal brain responses to social exclusion have been noted in children and adolescents with ASD (Bolling et al., 2011b; Masten et al., 2011) . These abnormal brain responses to social exclusion (compared to social inclusion) manifest as hypoactivation in several regions including anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Bolling et al., 2011b; Masten et al., 2011) . However, it is unknown whether these atypical brain responses arise from the neurodevelopmental etiology of ASD or result from the unique social experiences afforded by growing up with ASD. Building on previously established evidence of neural hypoactivation in response to social exclusion in youth with ASD, the current study attempts to identify regions of trait differences, where the hypoactivation found in ASD is also found in a group of unaffected siblings (UAS) of children with ASD who share the genetic risk for developing ASD, but who have not experienced first-hand the social struggles faced by their brother or sister. In this way, we can dissociate biological from environmental influences on the neural response to social rejection in ASD. It is likely that a history of atypical social experiences contributes to the abnormal brain activity observed in children with ASD during social interactions. Research examining the nature of social relationships in children and adolescents with ASD has found that compared to typically developing (TD) youth, children with ASD show higher rates of peer victimization (Little, 2001) , as well as social rejection and bullying (Symes and Humphrey, 2010) . Youth with ASD also report receiving less peer approval (Williamson et al., 2008) and experiencing more loneliness (Bauminger and Kasari, 2000) . Children with ASD initiate social interactions less frequently than TD peers (Hauck et al., 1995) . High-functioning children with ASD are both cognizant and distressed by social rejection (Ochs et al., 2001) . Thus, by adolescence, individuals with ASD have likely endured a very different and profoundly difficult experience of peer relationships relative to their TD counterparts.
One's previous experiences and expectations of social interactions can influence immediate responses to peer rejection. For instance, the expectation of future social exclusion leads to emotional numbing to physical and social pain (DeWall and Baumeister, 2006) . While adolescents with ASD exhibit normal anxiety and need threat responses to rejection, they also show decreased modulation of mood following exclusion compared to TD peers (Sebastian et al., 2009 ). This finding, along with two separate accounts of hypoactivation in brain regions typically responsive to social exclusion including ACC and anterior insula (Bolling et al., 2011b; Masten et al., 2011) , led Masten et al. to hypothesize that reduced neural sensitivity to rejection in ASD may be a result of habituation to social exclusion or increased expectancy of being rejected by unfamiliar peers.
In contrast to the idea that experience accounts for abnormal brain responses to exclusion in ASD, other research suggests that endogenous, biological factors influence brain responses to social stimuli in children with ASD. Neuroimaging work has detected signs of a "neural endophenotype" of autism; atypical patterns of brain structure and function that are shared between children with ASD and their unaffected siblings (UAS; Barnea-Goraly et al., 2010; Belmonte et al., 2010; Dalton et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2010; Spencer et al., 2011) . One study investigating brain responses to biological motion found trait-level hypoactivation shared between children with ASD and UAS in regions including right inferior temporal gyrus, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and bilateral fusiform gyrus (Kaiser et al., 2010) . Because UAS do not share in the ASD clinical phenotype or the experience of growing up with ASD, these common neural profiles are thought to be a result of the strong genetic basis for the disorder (for review see Gupta and State, 2007) . Supporting this claim, behavioral assessments of UAS of children with ASD have found largely normal patterns of social support, social competence, and psychosocial development (Kaminsky and Dewey, 2002; Macks and Reeve, 2007; Pilowsky et al., 2004; Rodrigue and Geffken, 1993) . Thus, while some neural profiles are common among the two groups, the experience of social victimization and isolation in youth with ASD does not seem to be shared by their healthy siblings.
To investigate atypical neural responses to social rejection in children with ASD and UAS that may represent trait-level biological vulnerabilities to developing autism, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure brain responses to discrete periods of social exclusion. To this end, we used a modification of the Cyberball task (Williams et al., 2000) during which participants play an online ball-tossing game with two other ostensibly-real children. The game alternates between periods of fair play, where the participant receives the ball on one-third of the throws, and social exclusion, where the participant does not receive any throws. While it is extremely difficult to assess neural activation during actual peer rejection because of methodological constraints, this study utilized an experimental model of peer rejection that has been developed in an attempt to marry a naturalistic social experience of rejection with necessary controls on presentation (Williams et al., 2000) . The hope is that for each participant, brain responses to the experience of social exclusion during Cyberball will mirror brain responses during a natural occurrence of peer rejection.
The current study utilized a two-step analysis approach to identify brain regions where both children with ASD and UAS showed differential activation to Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play compared to TD controls. First, the two groups of healthy children (the UAS and the TD controls) were compared in order to identify regions where UAS showed abnormal brain activation during social exclusion. Next, activation in each of these regions was assessed in a third group of children with ASD. Regions where the ASD group also significantly diverged from the TD controls in the same direction as the UAS were considered regions of trait-level difference. This two-step analysis strategy is fundamentally important. As it is tempting to only compare UAS and TD youth and conclude that differences reflect some sub-symptom genetic abnormality in the UAS, the potential remains that differences found between the two groups may be due to coincidental differences between the samples that prevented a full study replication. However, the use of a third, independent participant group (ASD) allowed us to confirm that certain regions where activation differed between TD and UAS groups represented meaningful, trait-level abnormalities.
Methods

Participants
Participants in the current study were children and adolescents ranging from 7 to 18 years of age. Individuals were excluded from participation in the current study if parents reported that the child had experienced neurological problems or abnormalities (unrelated to autism). In addition, if the child ever experienced seizures, epilepsy, hearing or vision loss, motor impairment, or severe allergies, then he or she was excluded from participation. Participants in the current study were recruited as three separate groups. Typically developing (TD) children had no parents, siblings, or half siblings with an autism spectrum disorder. In addition, these children had no diagnosis of an intellectual disability or learning disability. UAS were healthy children with a full sibling diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder. One UAS was excluded from analyses when the diagnosis of the proband sibling (not in the current study) was not confirmed by study clinicians. Children with an ASD were diagnosed using one or both the autism diagnostic interview-revised (ADI-R; Lord et al., 1994) and the autism diagnostic observation schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 2000) , as well as expert clinical judgment based on DSM-IV-TR criteria (APA, 2000) . All children (except for one ASD participant) had their social responsiveness level assessed by parent report using the social responsiveness scale (SRS; Constantino and Todd, 2003) . Any TD child or UAS with an SRS standardized score within the "severe" range (t-score > 75) was excluded from the current study (two TD children were excluded for this reason). The data from the ASD group in the current study has been previously reported (Bolling et al., 2011b) . In addition, data from the TD group in the current investigation is a subset of a sample, which has been previously reported (two TD children with elevated SRS scores were removed for the current investigation; Bolling et al., 2011a,b) . The UAS in the current study are a novel group of participants, and thus the current study focuses on the UAS in comparison to TD and ASD children.
Following exclusions for head motion and task performance (thresholds described below), 19 TD controls (12.96 ± 2.7 years, 14 male), 16 youth with ASD (12.36 ± 4.2 years, 10 male), and 15 UAS (11.88 ± 3.2 years, 9 male) were included in analyses. Only 2 
Cyberball
The Cyberball task (Williams et al., 2000; Bolling et al., 2011c ) began with a mock Google® screen where the experimenter selected a link leading to the online game, followed by instructions for the participant to choose a playing glove that would represent him or her during the ball-toss. Instructions for the game were presented visually and auditorily, where participants were instructed to use buttons in each hand to throw a ball to one of two online players. After instructions, participants practiced playing the game for 16 throws. When an understanding of the game was confirmed, the scan began with a 10 s fixation where the participant viewed the pictures of the online players (matched on gender to the participant), followed by 5 min of a ball-toss interaction. The ball-toss alternated between 30 s periods of fair play where the participant received 1/3 of the throws, and social exclusion where the participant received no throws. There were 5 periods of each condition (Fair Play and Social Exclusion). The task concluded with another 10 s period of fixation. Immediately after the completion of Cyberball, scanning ceased and 10 statements about the participant's basic psychosocial needs (e.g. "I felt excluded") were presented visually and auditorily. Participants rated each statement on a 1-5 Likert scale from "not at all" to "extremely". Participants were able to communicate clarification questions to the experimenters during this period. When understanding was confirmed, participants responded verbally while still in the scanner and responses were recorded using E-Prime software (Psychological Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA).
Imaging protocol
Images were collected on a Siemens 3 T Tim Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen Germany) located in the Yale University Magnetic Resonance Research Center. Whole-brain T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired with an MPRAGE sequence (TR = 1900 ms; TE = 2.96 ms; flip angle = 9 • ; FOV = 256 mm; image matrix 256 mm 2 ; voxel size =1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm; 160 slices; NEX = 1). Whole-brain functional images were acquired with a single-shot, gradientrecalled echo planar pulse sequence (TR = 2000 ms; TE = 25 ms; flip angle = 60 • ; FOV = 220 mm; image matrix = 64 mm 2 ; voxel size = 3.4 mm × 3.4 mm × 4 mm; 34 slices) sensitive to blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) contrast.
Data analysis
Data were processed and analyzed using BrainVoyager QX 2.0.8 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands). The first 5 volumes acquired during functional scans (fixation) were discarded prior to pre-processing, in order to allow for T1 equilibrium. Pre-processing of functional data included slice time correction (using sinc interpolation), 3-D rigid-body motion correction (using trilinear-sinc interpolation), spatial smoothing with a FWHM 4-mm Gaussian kernel, linear trend removal, and temporal high-pass filtering (general linear model -GLM) with Fourier basis set, using two cycles per time course. The processed functional data sets were coregistered to within-session anatomical images, which were subsequently normalized to Talairach space.
In all children in the current study, head motion in the duration of the scan did not exceed 4.0 mm or degrees from head placement at the initial volume of acquisition. Expanding on this motion threshold, the majority of participants included in the study had head motion that did not deviate from starting position by more than 2 mm or degrees (76% of participants). Any participant with isolated periods of excessive motion in the second half of the scan had experimental blocks with excessive motion removed prior to pre-processing, and only remaining data was analyzed. One TD control had the last 2 task blocks removed, one child with ASD had the last 5 task blocks removed, and one UAS had the last 3 task blocks removed, while another UAS had the final 80 s (2.67 blocks) removed. In addition, two UAS had only the last 6 volume acquisitions (12 s of data) removed from analysis, of which 10 s were fixation.
Single participant GLM-based analyses were performed for each experimental session. Prior to modeling the task predictors, events where the participant received the ball during fair play were modeled as a single predictor in a GLM. Activation corresponding to these ball throw events was regressed out of the single participant 4-dimensional data used for further analysis. Predictors were subsequently created for the two experimental conditions in the game of Cyberball (Fair Play, Social Exclusion) using boxcar functions with values of 1 during periods of the condition, and 0 otherwise. Boxcar functions were convolved with a double-gamma hemodynamic response function (HRF). In addition to the two task predictors, regressors for each of the six motion estimates were included as predictors of no interest, to additionally account for head motion.
Single-participant GLM analyses were combined into group level, random-effects analyses. All whole-brain analyses in the current study were limited to voxels within the extent of the MNI brain, normalized to Talairach space. For all analyses characterizing brain responses to Social Exclusion, the condition of Fair Play was used as a baseline. This is consistent with both previous fMRI investigations of Cyberball social exclusion in youth with ASD (Bolling et al., 2011b; Masten et al., 2011) . Thus, all descriptions of neural activation to social exclusion in the current report are technically describing activation to Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play. Explicit referral to the control condition is minimized for brevity. For group analyses, we first conducted a whole-brain voxel-wise contrast of Social Exclusion and Fair Play in the UAS, the novel participant group in the current study. We then combined the UAS with the group of TD children who did not have a family member with ASD in a second random-effects GLM. To identify neural regions where activation to Social Exclusion (versus Fair Play) differed between these two healthy populations (UAS and TD), we conducted a Group X Condition ANOVA. Both whole-brain, voxel-wise analyses were assessed at a statistical threshold of p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level. We used the BrainVoyager cluster threshold estimator plugin (which involves Monte-Carlo simulation) to calculate the probability of observing contiguous clusters of a given size in randomly generated parameter maps that are constrained by the spatial correlation characteristics of the activation map for each ANOVA. Using 1000 iterations of the plugin (restricted to voxels within our whole-brain mask), we estimated a cluster size threshold that would occur by chance with a probability of less than 5%, corresponding to ˛ < 0.05 (FWHM = 1 functional voxel). For the Cyberball ANOVA, this cluster threshold was 35 functional voxels (applied as 945 mm 3 to the interpolated map). For the within-group comparison of Social Exclusion and Fair Play in UAS, the estimated cluster threshold was 34 functional voxels (applied as 918 mm 3 to the interpolated map; FWHM = 1 functional voxel).
For each region showing a Group (TD vs. UAS) X Condition (Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play) interaction, we extracted beta value parameter estimates averaged across all voxels within the region from TD and UAS individuals, as well as from our third participant group, the children and adolescents with ASD. We then compared brain activation in the ASD group in the contrast of Social Exclusion > Fair Play to parameter estimates of brain activation in the same contrast in each of the TD and UAS groups using independent-samples t-tests. Because the regions were defined on the basis that activation in the task contrast differed between TD and UAS groups, regions where brain activation in the ASD group differed significantly from the TD group (p < 0.05, uncorrected) but not from the UAS group were identified as "trait" regions.
Results
Behavioral
On the social exclusion questionnaire, 18 TD children (mean score 25.44 ± 8.1), 13 UAS (mean score 29.62 ± 7.8) and 14 children with ASD (mean score 29.57 ± 7.7) completed the self-report measure. A score of 10 would reflect no distress (responding "not at all" to all questions of exclusion-related negative affect e.g. "I felt rejected" and "extremely" on all reverse-scored items e.g. "I felt liked"). Conversely, a score of 50 would reflect maximal distress. Thus, we interpret average group scores all over 25 as significant experiences of distress (manipulation check). Importantly, average scores did not differ by group on the social exclusion questionnaire (F(2, 42) = 1.5, p = 0.2).
Scores on the SRS reflect parent-reported levels of social responsiveness, ranging from zero to 195. Higher scores imply greater levels of impairment in responsiveness. Group average SRS scores for all participants included in the study are reported in Table 1 . The average score on the SRS in the TD group was 23.9 (±22.1). For the UAS, the average score was 20.1 (±17.1), and for children with ASD, the average score was 101.7 (±26.5). There was an expected main effect of group (F(2, 46) = 66.5, p < 0.001), with post hoc Tukey's HSD tests revealing that ASD youth had greater SRS scores than both the TD children and UAS (p's < 0.001).
Imaging
A group level, random-effects analysis contrasting Social Exclusion and Fair Play in the UAS revealed greater activation to Social Exclusion in several regions previously shown to be active during social rejection in healthy adults and children (Table 2, Fig. 1 ). These included bilateral posterior insula, bilateral hippocampus, ventromedial prefrontal cortex extending into ventral anterior cingulate cortex (vACC), left superior and inferior frontal gyri, right caudate, right inferior temporal gyrus, left middle temporal gyrus, and bilateral temporal pole. Activation was greater to Fair Play vs. Exclusion in right parietal cortex, right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), right superior frontal gyrus, right cuneus, left precuneus, bilateral lateral occipital gyri, left supramarginal gyrus, and left cerebellum.
A Group (TD vs. UAS) X Condition (Social Exclusion X Fair Play) ANOVA revealed a significant interaction in eight regions (Table 3) . These regions were right anterior temporoparietal junction extending into the superior temporal sulcus (aTPJ/pSTS), right anterior insula (rAI), bilateral precuneus, cuneus, left superior temporal gyrus (STG), left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC), and left posterior inferior temporal gyrus (pITG). All of these regions were defined as having a significant difference in activation to Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play in the TD vs. UAS groups. Of these 8 regions, only 1 showed a pattern of activation characteristic of a trait-level neural signature in the siblings (ASD group had activation in this region that significantly differed from the TD group (p < 0.05, uncorrected), but not the UAS). This trait region was right aTPJ/pSTS (Table 3 , Fig. 2 ). Collapsed across groups, right aTPJ/pSTS activation did not show a significant correlation with age (r(48) = 0.07, p = 0.6). However, when assessing age correlations in each group separately, activation in right aTPJ/pSTS correlated significantly with age in UAS (r(13) = −0.597, p = 0.02), but not TD or ASD groups (p's > 0.3). To assess if there existed anatomically distinct areas of activation within our aTPJ/pSTS cluster, we searched for coordinates of local maxima within the region. We identified voxels of maximum statistical significance within the aTPJ/pSTS cluster, with the constraint that they must be at least 15 mm apart, must have no adjacent voxels (voxels sharing a face, edge or vertex) with higher statistical values, and must not have any adjacent voxels outside of the cluster. The identified local maxima included Talairach coordinates: (57, −25, 25; also the absolute maximum) and (51, −37, 16).
To control for differences in nonverbal and overall IQ scores between UAS vs. ASD and TD groups, groups comparisons of aTPJ/pSTS ROI activation were recalculated with IQ scores regressed out. Regardless of sub-scores used (nonverbal, verbal, global) , the difference in activation between UAS and TD children by which the region was delineated remained significant (p < 0.05), while the difference in activation between UAS and ASD participants remained non-significant (p > 0.05). We did not control for IQ in the comparison between activation in ASD and TD participants, as these two groups did not significantly differ on any IQ scales.
Discussion
The current study identified regions of the brain where activation in response to Social Exclusion vs. Fair Play in typically developing children and adolescents differed as a function of their biological vulnerability to autism. A group of healthy children defined as having a biological sibling with autism showed activity to social rejection that differed from the other TD youth in several brain regions. Most interestingly, activation in UAS mirrored abnormal neural activation to exclusion in ASD youth in the right aTPJ, extending into right pSTS. This pattern of activation is potentially suggestive of a trait deficit in neural processing during an experimental elicitation of social exclusion (relative to fair play), which is independent of autism symptomatology.
The notion of trait hypoactivation in right aTPJ is intriguing given the temporoparietal junction's well-established roles in both social and attentional processes (for reviews see Carter and Huettel, 2013; Decety and Lamm, 2007) . Due to the social nature of the task utilized in the current study (Cyberball), we will first discuss our results in the context of TPJ function in social cognition. Attentional theories of TPJ activation as they relate to interpretations of the current results are discussed later. Right TPJ is active across several social domains, including theory of mind (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Saxe and Wexler, 2005; Saxe et al., 2009; Young et al., 2010b) , moral reasoning (Young et al., 2010a) and empathy (Jackson et al., 2006) . In addition, abnormal activation in right TPJ has been found in individuals with ASD during gaze processing (Pitskel et al., 2011; von dem Hagen et al., 2014) , imitation (Williams et al., 2006) , theory of mind (Castelli et al., 2002; Kana et al., 2014; Mason et al., 2008) and moral judgments (Koster-Hale et al., 2013). While substantial research has examined theory of mind in autism (Baron-Cohen, 2000) , investigations of theory of mind in UAS is comparatively scant. One such study reported poorer performance in UAS on a behavioral test of mind-reading, suggesting that difficulties in theory of mind may be shared to some extent between ASD probands and siblings (Dorris et al., 2004 ). Although we did not explicitly measure theory of mind/mentalization during social exclusion, one could speculate that the shared hypoactivation between ASD probands and siblings in right aTPJ during the experience of social exclusion in the current study may reflect abnormalities in social cognitive processing (i.e. theory of mind), representing a trait-level neurocognitive profile of ASD vulnerability. Further work is necessary to support the interpretation of right aTPJ activation during social exclusion as subserving mentalization processes where the excluded participant is thinking about the intentions of the excluders.
Trait hypoactivation in the right aTPJ included a ventral extension into the right pSTS. Posterior STS, like the adjacent TPJ, holds an important role in both low-level social perception of biologically relevant stimuli such as faces, as well as high-level processing of the thoughts and intentions of others (for review see Allison et al., 2000) . Consistent with the integral role of the pSTS in social cognition, abnormal activation of this region is often found in individuals with ASD (Pelphrey and Carter, 2008) .
A study of neuroendophenotypes of social processing in youth with ASD reported that a region of right pSTS showed hypoactivation in response to viewing point-light displays of biological motion (Kaiser et al., 2010) . Interestingly, this pattern of hypoactivation in ASD probands was not shared with UAS. Participants in the current study partially overlap with those reported on by Kaiser et al. (2010) ; however, the neural profile identified in the current study is inconsistent with previous results. Specifically, we found that hypoactivation in the right pSTS was shared between ASD probands and siblings, not specific to probands as was previously reported. Consistent with the literature, the ASD group in both studies showed abnormal activation in the right pSTS. In contrast, the current study also revealed atypical pSTS activation to social exclusion in UAS. It is possible that the experience of social exclusion requires more complex and elaborate socio-emotional reasoning, and it is only during more complex tasks involving social and emotional processing that abnormal activation is revealed in the UAS. During passive viewing of point-light displays of biological motion, participants are not required to engage in any actions. In contrast, during Cyberball, participants are required to perform socially-contingent actions in the form of deciding to which virtual player to throw the ball. Further, in Cyberball, the actions of the virtual players are directly relevant to the participant, in that the participant is only included in the game if the other players throw to him/her. However, the actions of a point-light display of biological motion are not directly relevant to the participant viewing the lights, since there is no interaction (real or virtual) between them. Finally, the social experience of playing Cyberball is designed to elicit negative emotions. In contrast, point-light displays are not intended to elicit strong emotional responses. The interactive nature of the Cyberball task makes it more likely to require participants to engage in reasoning about the actions and intentions of others (in this case, the virtual players), both to decide to whom to throw (social) and to regulate negative feelings in response to exclusion (emotional). Similar to the findings of the current investigation, another emotionally-valenced study by Spencer et al. (2011) found that UAS differed from TD adolescents in right STS activation to emotional faces, with UAS showing no significant difference from their ASD siblings in this region.
Research in ASD and typical populations has highlighted a link between temporal lobe activation and social behavioral profiles. Social responsiveness (as measured by the SRS) has been found to be negatively correlated with right pSTS responses to social stimuli in children with ASD (Kaiser et al., 2010) . Another measure of autistic traits, the autism quotient (AQ; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001 ), predicts variability in both structure and function of the pSTS in healthy adults (von dem Hagen et al., 2011) and correlates with pSTS responses to social touch in healthy adults (Voos et al., 2013 ). In the current study, 15 children with ASD had parent-reported measures of social responsiveness (SRS). A post hoc Pearson correlation revealed that activation in the trait-defined right aTPJ/pSTS showed a significant negative correlation with SRS score, as predicted (r(13) = −0.7, p < 0.05, two-tailed; Fig. 2 ). This means that within our ASD sample, increased impairment in social responsiveness was related to decreased activation in right aTPJ/pSTS during social exclusion compared to fair play. This is consistent with the finding that compared to TD youth with no social impairment, children with ASD showed significantly less activation in right aTPJ/pSTS. However, this logic fails when applied to the UAS. While the UAS show no social impairment (SRS scores equivalent to the TD group), activation in the right aTPJ/pSTS in UAS represented trait hypoactivation shared with the ASD probands. The dissociation between brain and behavior implies that neural processing of social exclusion in UAS is special. One can put forth two potential explanations for this discrepancy. First, trait patterns in processing social exclusion shared between ASD and UAS groups reflect shared abnormalities in social behavior that were undetected in UAS in the current study, suggesting that the neural activation in UAS is reflective of a less-severe social phenotype of autistic traits. Second, UAS share some aspects of the neural profile seen in ASD but are able to maintain normal levels of social functioning.
We will expound upon the second explanation, that the UAS share some neural abnormalities with their autistic counterparts, however are able to maintain normal levels of social functioning. This explanation is supported by our careful characterization of the UAS group with the goal of excluding siblings displaying the broad autism phenotype. The conclusion that the unaffected siblings display normal social functioning is also supported by our failure to differentiate TD and UAS based on brain activation in many regions repeatedly implicated in typical processing of social exclusion. The regions identified in the within-group comparison of Social Exclusion > Fair Play in UAS were strikingly similar to activation patterns found in TD youth. One region of specific interest where TD and UAS groups did not diverge was the ACC. Both groups showed robust activation in ACC, an area found to be active in many tasks eliciting the experience of social rejection (Bolling et al., 2011a,c; Masten et al., 2009; Moor et al., 2012; Sebastian et al., 2011) . Importantly, two independent investigations have reported hypoactivation of this region during social exclusion in youth with ASD (Bolling et al., 2011b; Masten et al., 2011) . With respect to the ACC, the UAS demonstrated typical neural responses to social rejection. Posterior temporal lobe activation to social exclusion is often undiscussed, in favor of prefrontal and midline emotion-related neural circuitry such as the ACC.
Despite the intriguing nature of temporal lobe activation in ASD symptomatology, caution must be taken when interpreting the potential psychological correlates of abnormal activation in aTPJ/pSTS identified in the current study. The region identified as aTPJ/pSTS is somewhat anterior to typical TPJ coordinates reported in social cognition and mentalization research (TPJ: (50, 25), pSTS: (50, 10) ; Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009 ). The absolute maximum of our reported aTPJ/pSTS cluster is questionably representative of our anatomical label. However, the location of the next-most significant local maximum within the cluster better reflects this label.
Multiple studies of the TPJ have found that the region serves both social and attentional functions (for reviews see Carter and Huettel, 2013; Decety and Lamm, 2007) . However, within the TPJ, attention/reorienting processes tend to lie more anterior than social processes, with the former being centralized near the supramarginal gyrus and the latter being located near the angular gyrus.
Thus, with the finding that our group differences in aTPJ/pSTS activation to social exclusion lie anterior to typical TPJ coordinates, it is possible that this activation is better characterized by attentional reorienting processes occurring during the Cyberball game. It has been hypothesized that the TPJ serves a role in contextual updating, a relatively late process in response to attentional cues (Geng and Vossel, 2013) . This hypothesis predicts that activation in TPJ is increased in situations of expectancy violation, because events that violate one's predictions lead to shifts in mental context models. With this hypothesis in mind, it is possible that aTPJ/pSTS activation to social exclusion in the current study reflects a contextual updating process in response to a violation of the expectancy of social inclusion. Thus, hypoactivation in UAS and ASD groups may represent atypical social expectancies within these groups, or a deficit in contextual updating in response to experiencing unpredicted exclusion. It is of note that there still exists uncertainty over whether different cognitive functions activating the TPJ (e.g. social vs. attentional) represent distinct sub-regional functions in this brain area, or a unifying function that underlies the common cognitive domains subserved by the region (Lee and McCarthy, 2014) .
To test the generalizability of our aTPJ/pSTS results to broader literature on the social functions of these regions, we created spherical regions of interest based on TPJ and pSTS coordinates reported by Van Overwalle and Baetens (2009) . We delineated 10 mm radius spheres around the TPJ and pSTS Talairach coordinates (50, −55, 25) and (50, −55, 10), respectively. We then calculated beta values for the contrast of Social Exclusion > Fair Play for each participant, and averaged these values for each group (TD, ASD, UAS). Pairwise group comparisons as were conducted for our functionally defined regions did not reveal any significant group differences in either ROI (TD vs. ASD, TD vs. UAS, ASD vs. UAS all p's > 0.5, 2-tailed). Thus, we conclude from this analysis that the pattern of group differences we report are specific to the functional region defined by our comparison of the TD and UAS groups, and must be interpreted with caution when making comparisons to structural labels such as TPJ and pSTS.
Although the design of the current study is based on the social typicality of the unaffected siblings of children with ASD, we cannot expect that the lives of these siblings are in no way affected by having a brother or sister with autism. Utilizing unaffected siblings of patient populations is a commonly employed method for dissociating genetic traits versus disease states in psychopathology (Gottesman and Gould, 2003) . However, in the current study where the variable in question is neural responses to social exclusion, the ability to dissociate genetics and environment is complicated by the possibility that having a sibling with ASD may influence one's experiences of peer rejection and acceptance. Siblings of children with ASD have been found to report feeling lonelier and having more peer problems than other healthy youth (Bågenholm and Gillberg, 1991) . Notably, several studies do not support this finding (Kaminsky and Dewey, 2002; Macks and Reeve, 2007; Pilowsky et al., 2004; Rodrigue and Geffken, 1993) . However, one might formulate an alternate hypothesis; instead of having unaffected peer experiences, the sibling group may represent an intermediary between the typical peer experiences of control children and the significantly negative peer experiences of children with ASD.
One intriguing characteristic of the current UAS sample is that on average, the siblings had higher IQ scores than both the ASD and TD groups. While regression analyses demonstrated that IQ differences could not explain the pattern of trait activation identified in aTPJ/pSTS, IQ may be a mechanism by which UAS maintain typical activation to social exclusion. We tested this hypothesis in an ROI where TD and UAS showed comparable activation to exclusion, the ACC. In a post hoc exploratory analysis, we extracted parameter estimates of activation to Social Exclusion > Fair Play from a 5 mm sphere centered on the voxel within ACC which previous work had found to show the largest difference in processing exclusion between TD and ASD youth (Bolling et al., 2011b; Talairach coordinates: [0,26, 10] ). Consistent with our whole brain analyses in the current study, TD (n = 19) and UAS (n = 15) did not differ in activation in this ROI (t(32) = 1.61, p > 0.1). After excluding one TD child and one UAS for having IQ scores more than 2 standard deviations from their respective group means, we attempted to explain variance in vACC activation to Social Exclusion > Fair Play using linear regression. Predictor variables entered into the regression included IQ, group (ASD and UAS dummy coded in comparison to TD reference group), the interaction between IQ and ASD group membership, and the interaction between IQ and UAS group membership. Continuous variables for IQ and vACC activation were mean-centered. This 5 predictor model was able to account for 20.6% of the variance in vACC activation, F(5,40) = 2.07, p = 0.09. IQ did not significantly predict vACC activation (ˇ = −0.26, p = 0.33). As expected by the method used to define the vACC region (TD > ASD), ASD group membership had significant partial effects in the model (ˇ = −0.77, p = 0.04). UAS group membership was only marginally significant (ˇ = −0.87, p = 0.07). Furthermore, the interaction between IQ and UAS group status was marginally significant (ˇ = 0.81, p = 0.07), while the interaction between IQ and ASD group status was negligible (ˇ = 0.01, p = 0.98). The TD and ASD groups each showed negative-sloping correlations, while the UAS showed a positive correlation between vACC activation and IQ (Fig. 3) . This finding provides preliminary evidence that UAS group membership moderates the relationship between IQ and activation to social exclusion in vACC. Thus, high IQ may serve as a mechanism facilitating normal social cognition in UAS.
Collapsed across groups, vACC activation did not show a significant correlation with age (r(48) = 0.23, p = 0.1). However, when assessing these correlations in each group separately, activation in the vACC ROI sphere correlated significantly with age in TD youth (r(17) = 0.464, p = 0.045), but not UAS or ASD groups (p's > 0.3). Developmental effects on brain responses to social exclusion in the TD participants of the current study have been reported elsewhere (Bolling et al., 2011a) .
The current study has several limitations. First, the study design utilized a baseline condition (Fair Play) in order to maximize experimental specificity within our construct of interest (Social Exclusion). Utilizing a control condition of Fair Play (social inclusion) in contrast to Social Exclusion is standard for fMRI studies using a Cyberball manipulation (Cacioppo et al., 2013 ). This contrast is ideal, given that the two conditions differ minimally except for the variable of interest (rejection). Consequently, all results where we demonstrate hypoactivation to social exclusion could alternatively be interpreted as hyperactivation to fair play. However, the directionality in the current presentation of the results is precedented by previous research. Second, the limited sample size of the current investigation makes it difficult to detect significant group differences. Brain regions where TD and UAS differed in activation to social exclusion were subjected to a secondary analysis where activation in children with ASD was compared to TD and UAS groups in order to determine which region(s) showed a pattern of "trait" activation. We presented results that were uncorrected for the number of regions (8) which we analyzed in this way. Thus, we interpret our results cautiously, in order to generate hypotheses about the nature of social cognition in UAS. Similarly, IQ correlations were also limited in sample size and as such must be taken as propositional information, rather than confirmatory evidence. Finally, due to the anatomical variability in TPJ activation in studies of social cognition, it is difficult to make inferences about the psychological correlates of our temporal lobe activations. Thus, the interpretations discussed should not be considered an exhaustive list of the possible explanations for the current study's findings.
Conclusions
The results of this study generate two important hypotheses. First, we present evidence suggesting that neural endophenotypes of ASD defined as common atypical brain responses between probands and siblings may vary based on the complexity of the social task employed. The investigation of neural processing in UAS during a realistic social interaction (social exclusion) revealed a trait deficit in right aTPJ/pSTS, in contrast to previous work demonstrating typical pSTS responses to more basic social stimuli in UAS. More ecologically valid social experiences may reveal trait deficits in social processing which go undetected in comparatively more simple social tasks. Second, we present evidence suggesting that IQ could be a mechanism by which UAS maintain relatively normal brain responses to social exclusion in ACC. While neuroimaging research generally aims to compare participant groups matched on factors such as age and IQ, the current study took advantage of a group disparity in IQ to investigate potential compensatory mechanisms during social processing in UAS. It is important in attempting to match participant groups, that one does not ignore meaningful differences in the characteristics of the populations being studied. Future research will benefit from further investigation of the potential compensatory nature of elevated IQ in unaffected siblings of children with ASD.
